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Abstract: In the paper, based on the introduced by the authors concept of complex poorly formalized 
multi-component engineering systems, key approaches to the analysis and modeling of this  class of systems 
are formulated. The system analysis concept of complex poorly formalized multicomponent engineering 
systems in the face of uncertainty in the form of six principles is formulated. Component structure 
formation mechanisms for this class of systems, component description method are showed. Component 
classification division into active and passive, which significantly increases the efficiency of the analysis, 
simulation and synthesis of complex poorly formalized multi-technology engineering systems in the face of 
uncertainty control is introduced. We formalized a set-theoretic description of a component for modeling 
purposes. We formalized in the general form the component structures modification and reorganization 
problem. We showed conceptual framework for system analysis and modeling of complex poorly 
formalized multicomponent engineering systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Issues of analysis and synthesis of complex 
technical systems involve a number of difficulties. The 
application efficiency of universal or specific analysis 
and synthesis methods of this systems class is due to the 
possibility of referring them to a particular type. 
Traditional methods of complex engineering systems 
analysis involve the subsystems allocation within the 
system and describe the linkages between them.  
 There are a significant number of publications in 
which a variety of positions defines the complex system 
term, for example, points to the significant challenges 
to the description, understanding, prediction, 
management, design and modification of complex 
systems. The complex technical system is a complex 
system, which includes technical (technological) 
process [1, 2]. 
 The component term in the complex systems 
analysis and synthesis is used in different contexts, for 
example, in [3] component-a set of homogeneous 
system elements, does not possessing system properties. 
Furthermore, there is a definition of components such 
as classical analysis object used in the simulations, i.e. 
term refers not to the systems and to their model 
representation [4]. 

 Complex poorly formalized multi-component 
engineering system (MS) is a complex system, having 
attributes cortege <A1, A2, A3, A4, A5,> and formed 
by limited set of components (A1-pseudo hierarchy 
level attribute, A2-the system description multiplicity 
attribute, A3-the uncertainty, A4-synergistic effect, A5-
multicomponent property, i.e. the presence of several 
structure components). 
 MS is formed by components-organizational 
structures [5] arising in the MS operation as a result of 
changes in the global goal [6, 7] and the emergence of 
various kinds of uncertainty [8].  
 The possibility of allocating components in the MS 
structure allows to detect new classification features for 
complex poorly formalized technical systems, as 
follows: by the intelligence degree (allows you to select 
the components that can function independently, 
consistent with the need to achieve a common MS goal, 
but at this stage of technological development, this 
independence may not be complete) and the degree of 
decentralization and hierarchy management [9]. 
 Component-the set of elements of complex poorly 
formalized technical systems, forming a single unit 
structure to achieve a local goal during its operation. 
 In accordance with the set-theoretic representation 
of  the  system, introduced by component definition and 
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extracted attributes of complex poorly formalized 
technical systems, we get: 
 
                        S I,KS,MH,CN=  (1) 

 
where I-set of objectives (global IG and local Iz); KS-a 
set of component structures (CS) that implement the 
goals, formed by a finite set of system elements E; MH-
the mechanisms that implement the system; CN-set of 
internal and external factors of the system existence. 
 

MS SYSTEM ANALYSIS PRINCIPLES  
 
 Let  us  formulate  the  basic  principles  that 
underpin the concept of MS system analysis under 
uncertainty [10]. 
 Global goal correction principle-the simultaneous 
consideration of the system as a whole and at the same 
time as a subsystem of higher levels, providing a global 
goal task, which does not the only one. To do this, we 
have to select such a MS structure, which consists of 
the components and links which integrate them, which 
will provide maximum comprehensive MS coverage in 
the perspective of the global goal, stated for the system. 
 Multistructural principle is the ability to analyze 
the system components and their relationships within a 
particular component structure. This principle means 
that, in general case, to achieve the global goal I (in the 
analysis phase and the simplifications and assumptions 
formation, taking into account the differing opinions of 
domain experts) not the only MS component structure 
can be highlighted. The set-theoretic model that 
implements this principle is as follows: 
 

         ( ) ( ) ( ){ }m 1 2 l ij ij k ijKS K , K , . . . , K ,P K ,M P=  (1) 
 
where KSm-complex organizational structure of MS; Kl-
subsystem within MS; Pij-the connection between the i-
th and j-th components; Mk-the mechanism of 
connections Pij formation.  
 The principle of multiple descriptions is the use of 
multiple cybernetic, hybrid and analytical models for 
the description of the individual components and the 
MS as a whole. The set of possible methods of MS 
mathematical description can be extended and 
amended: { }1 2 h kM M,M, . . .M, . . . ,M= , where 

 

                    ( )
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h I C
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−
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 (2) 

 
 The principle of purposes multiplicity-many sets of 
local   purposes  components ,  contributing  to  the  MS, 

 
allows to achieve a global goal. This set can be changed 
according to the current MS component structure, 
corrected by acting on the system uncertainties, thus 
during MS operation: 
 
                { }i j optk

KS KS I I∀ ∈ ∃ →  (3) 

 
where i 1,m,m= -the total number of MS organizational 

structures  options;  j 1,n,n= -the  total   number   of  

MS components; k 1,l,l= -the total number of local 
goals sets. 
 The principle of uncertainties compensation is the 
ability to deal with uncertainties during the design and 
operation of the MS or reduce their impact. This 
principle means that there is a vector of compensating 
effects, taking MS in the target state, allowing MS to 
achieve invariance with respect to the uncertainties of 
various kinds, in which it functions.  
 The environment in relation to the considered class 
of systems can be described as follows: 
 
               ( ) R

iEnv KP,UP,PF KS= →  (4) 

 
where Env-the external environment in relation to MS; 
KP-many well-known effects of the environment; UP-
many unknown effects of the environment; PF-many 
poorly formalized environmental influences; KSt-the 
current organizational structure of the MS; R-
environment influence type on MS, divided on a 
constant RC and a variable RV. 
 Figure 1 shows the distribution of possible control 
actions to eliminate uncertainties in the environment 
depending on the type of influence exerted by the 
external environment and its impact type. 
 Under environment impact type we understand a 
characteristic parameter that points to the principal 
possibility of measurement and thus formalizing the 
MS environment uncertainty. 
 Under environment influence type we understand 
an environment time factor, reflecting the influence of 
the environment on MS, as it is during the system entire 
life cycle (constant) and occurring at a specific time 
interval (variable). Thus, it is possible to identify six 
different environment uncertainty control options for 
the cortege "external environment-MS": 〈KP, RC〉; 〈UP, 
RC〉; 〈PF, RC〉; 〈KP, RV〉; 〈UP, RV〉; 〈PF, RV〉. 
 The principle of components group control-control 
of each component iK , i 1,n=  (n-number of allocated 

components) separately taking into account the 
generated control actions ui∈U coordination with other 
components goals jI , j 1.n,j i= ≠ .  This  is   a   necessary 
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Table 1: Component map 

Variables 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Type Variable name 

 

 

Nesting level L 

 

 

Elementary/composite 

Input X,X*  x1-…; 

x1*-…. 

Output Y,Y*  y1-…; 

y1*-…. 

Type T  formalizable/poorly  

formalized/not formalizable 

Inside component W, W* w1-…; 

w1*-…. 

 

The links between elements within the component P ij 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Goal hierarchy I 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Graphical structure Elements description Graphical structure Goals description 

? 21 ? 22 ? 23

?11 ? 12
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Fig. 1: Analysis of possible controls in an environment 

uncertainty 
 
condition for achieving the global goal I. At the same 
time group, formed by a dedicated system components 
can have a dedicated control center or have a 
decentralized management structure. 
 

COMPONENT MAP 
 
 To implement the model representation of the 
component in the form of a table description, according 
the system analysis results we implemented the original 
table structure-component map. Component map 
structure is presented in Table 1. 
 In the component map connections between the 
elements, forming component, are fixed and also it 
contains  elements descriptions. In addition, we give the  

description of the connection formation mechanisms 
between elements within the component. Along with 
the component forming goal, other types of goals can 
be divided into subgoals and perform target tree graphic 
image, describing nesting and description. In the 
proposed component map, component nesting level and 
the type to which it relates must also be specified. Thus 
obtained map can be used to construct a mathematical 
model of component and its implementation in a 
simulation model. The variables are divided into two 
types-quantity (X, Y, W) and quality (X*, Y*, W*), 
formalized by means of artificial intelligence methods. 
 

COMPONENT STRUCTURES  
FORMATION MECHANISMS  

 
 The mechanism of component structure formation 
is the sequence of MS states and processes that 
transform MS into state data, providing the certain type 
of component structure production. 
 MS systems are complex with a specified structure. 
Thus under the formation of the CS mean the actual 
problems of the modification and restructuring of the 
MS CS solution. Let us consider an example. 
 Suppose that a group of robots ie E,i 1,8∈ =  is 
specified, forming three components, the component K1 
provides local goal I1 achievement, K2 achievement I2 
and K3 achievement I3 (Fig. 2).. The solid lines show 
the direction of information exchange between the 
robots inside components and dashed show exchange 
information directly between components. 
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Table 2: Component main rational behavioral symptoms 

Symptom Note 

The presence of vision and touch-sensitizing bodies  Allows you to build the sensory maps of the environment to the  

 selected time interval 

A mechanism of understanding and recognition o Situation pattern recognition, taking into account the  

f sensory maps of the situation uncertainty 

The ability to form a plan of conduct in view of the available sensory maps  Excludes the impact of uncertainty on the component behavior 

The presence of a mechanism for implementing the plan of conduct  Adaptation to changing environmental conditions 

The distribution of tasks  Allows to dynamically allocate tasks within MS 
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Fig. 2: MS component structure 
 
 At  the  initial  time  there  was  a  specified  CS 
(Fig. 2a). During operation MS global goal was 
adjusted, which led to a lack of necessary information 
exchange between the components K1 and K3 (Fig. 2b). 
Accordingly, the CS has been modified (CS 
modification task). Changing the global goal (Fig. 3c) 
has led to the fact that the robot e8 moved structurally 
from component K3 to component K2 (CS 
reorganization task). 
 

COMPONENT TYPES  
 
 Communication possibilities between MS 
components are provided by direct and indirect 
linkages. Therefore, each component can be classified 
as active or passive in the behavioral sense. This means 
that it is the technical system behavior within the 
component organization, forming a single whole, 
affects its identification within the MS organizational 
structure. Based on the MS component definition we 
put their division into two main types, greatly 
simplifying the process of analysis and synthesis of MS 
management systems to the class of complex systems. 
 MS passive component-technical component that 
does not have rational behavioral symptoms. 
 MS active component-component having rational 
behavioral symptoms in the face of uncertainty. 
 Component main behavioral symptoms in the face 
of uncertainty are listed in Table 1. 

COMPONENT STRUCTURE  
TYPES MODIFICATION AND  
REORGANIZATION TASKS  

 
 Let us introduce the E-component concept-
interacting pair of elementary components (active or 
passive) involved in the simple act of organizational 
interaction. 
 As the CS MS representation we use the E-
component approach. There are five basic types of e-
components (elementary components): 
 
• E-component, type #1. Organizational interaction 

such as "passive components-passive component." 
• E-component, type #2. Organizational interaction 

such as "operator-passive component."  
• E-component, type #3. Organizational interaction 

such as "passive component-active component". 
• E-component, type #4. Organizational interaction 

such as "active component-active component." 
• E-component, type #5. Organizational interaction 

such as "operator-active component." 
 
 For formal task statement and reorganization of the 
CS it is required a quantitative measure λ, which would 
allow the unique identification of Tm or Tr, i.e. the need 
to change (modification or reorganization) CS. 
 Component structure KSw global goal achievement 
IGq  measure  λq,w  is mapping of the form λ: KS→[0;1], 
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Fig. 3: The block diagram of the MS system analysis stage  
 
assigning to each CS a number in the range [0;1], so 
under λ<α it is required to reorganize CS. 
 In structure of condition λ<α is the performance 
threshold α-the performance measure value, in the 
reduction to which there is a need in CS reorganization. 
This means that the current CS does not provide global 
goal of required quality (efficiency) achievement. 
 Effectiveness measure vk;p of local goal 
achievement IZk by component Kp is mapping of the 
form v: K→[0;1], assigning to each component a 
number in the range [0;1], under λ<β there is a need to 
modifiy component. 
 In structure of condition λ<β is the performance 
threshold β-the performance measure value, in the 
reduction to which there is a need in CS reorganization. 
This means that the current CS does not provide global 
goal of required quality (efficiency) achievement. 
 In this paper, beyond the consideration we 
rendered performance measures formation questions in 
the form of function (functional) type of function, etc. 
At the current stage of formalization and task statement 
of change (modifications and reorganization) 
component structure, we assume that such a function 
(functional) exists and the result of its calculation is a 
number in the range [0;1]. 
 Assumption. Measures λq,w and vk,p exist, given its 
calculation algorithm (given a particular calculation 
function  measures)  measure  values   lay  within  the 
range [0;1]. 
 Then the CS modification and reorganization tasks 
of the considered class of complex systems are 
presented in a general form as follows. 
 Modification task At the moment of time Tm it is 
required to find such structural organization formation 
mechanism *

mM , in which the component structure 
*
mKS  provides v→max>β. 

 Reorganization task At the moment of time Tr it is 
required to find such structural organization formation 
mechanism *

rM , in which the component structure *
rKS  

provides λ→max>α. 
 Thus when considering the component structure 
change tasks, the moment of time Tm comes, provided 
that v = β and moment of time Tr provided that λ = α. 
 

MS ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 
 
 It is known that to provide complex system system 
analysis we can apply not the same number of stages, 
which is determined by the specific subject area, the 
number and qualifications of researchers, as well as the 
ultimate goals. Generalized scheme for each of the 
stages of system analysis is shown in Fig. 3. Each of the 
MS system analysis stages can be algorithmically 
divided into a number of steps. 
 On the basis of described in the literature stages of 
system analysis we formulate steps for MS applied 
systems analysis, differing by specific analysis of 
system properties highlighted in the work of a new 
class of complex poorly formalized technical systems 
(Fig. 4): formulation of the problem and task statement; 
identifying the objectives and criteria of attaining goals; 
system model construction; the choice of solution 
methods to obtain a solution; the choice of alternatives 
and conducting experiments; checking the effectiveness 
of solution; preparation of solution for implementation; 
solution implementation. 
 Figure 4 shows the iterative process of MS system 
analysis, consisting of cycles and returns. Thus in its 
implementation we will require multiple returns to the 
different phases, the number of returns is dependent on 
the complexity of the analyzed MS. 
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Fig. 4: MS system analysis stages 
 
 The result obtained within any of the stages that 
does not meet the requirements of the researcher can be 
improved by returning to the previous steps. 
 For convenience of MS applied systems analysis 
conceptual approaches description within each of the 
stages we will form the following set-theoretic 
structure: 
 
          ( ) ( ){ }E X,Y,Ex,Alg,N,P N ,E,P E ,R=  (5) 

 
where E-stage name; X = {X′, X″}-set of phase input 
parameters, X′-quantitative parameters, X″-quality 
parameters; Y{Y′, Y″}-a set of phase output 
parameters, Y′-quantitative parameters, Y″-quality 
parameters; Ex = {qΩ, Ω}-a set of experts involved to 
formalize this phase, Ω-number of experts, qΩ-
qualification of expert qΩ∈[0;1], if the expert's 
qualifications not lend itself to the establishment or its 
definition is not necessary, then qΩ = 0; Alg-a set of 
algorithms, methods and techniques used at this stage; 
N-a set of uncertainty types, acting on considered stage; 
P(N)-operator (method) eliminating or reducing the 
level of uncertainty; E-a set of possible errors that 
accompany the stage; P(E)-operator (method) 
eliminating  possible  errors; R-an indicator to assess 
the result. 
 Consideration of each of the separate stages of MS 
applied system analysis should be made indicating the 
availability specifics and algorithms use, methods and 
techniques used in a particular phase and the types of 
uncertainties   and   how   to   eliminate   (reduce)   their 

influence. Since these aspects define the differences of 
the proposed MS applied system analysis technique 
from traditional conceptual approach to the complex 
systems analysis. 
 

MS MODELING 
 
 MS construction model is inextricably linked to the 
description multiplicity principle. MS system modeling 
depends on the choice of the model component type. 
MS model adequacy verification and its sensitivity 
assessment is performed using fully described and 
widely used methods based on the experimental data 
(Fig. 4).  
 The next step is to check the MS model 
consistency for the result contradictions to those that 
might be expected and the impact of changes in input 
variables on the output parameters of the model (at zero 
or close to the extreme values of the input parameters, 
as well as the "zero" time). 
 Verification of MS model uncertainty is performed 
to identify and remove its three components: 
incompleteness, inadequacy, uncertainty of the initial 
parameters. The MS model incompleteness occurs 
while conscious or accidental introduction of such a 
system of simplifications, assumptions and real 
processes idealization, which does not allow to get 
adequate practical results. The model inadequacy is due 
to the fact that the model representation inaccurately 
reflects real processes, taking place inside a MS 
component. 
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Fig. 5: MS modeling steps 
 
 Finally,  the  uncertainty  of  input parameters, 
which caused by the actual processes in the MS 
knowledge inaccuracy, insufficient data for system 
simulation  or  inability  to  accurately  describe  MS, 
for example, due to the lack of appropriate 
mathematical tools. 
 MS model sensitivity is set to reveal the 
dependence degree and the influence of the input 
variables   to  the  output.  This  influence  rate  we  
have to rank to identify the most important input 
parameters of the MS model. If it is found that 
substantial changes of input parameters lead to changes 
in output parameter on the value comparable with 
model calculation accuracy, the following parameters 
can be derived from the model of MS and hence to 
simplify the model and exclude from it the less 
significant parameters. 
 The MS model verification and realism is based on 
retrospective data, that is, already occurred events, for 
which the result is known in advance. 
 In that case, if the model generates a solution for 
the time that is comparable, but does not exceed the 
flow of real-time processes, the model meets the 
requirements of efficiency. This condition in joint with 
condition for obtaining the required quality of the 
mathematical model are necessary. 
 This problem is directly related to the MS model 
adequacy assessment, thus it should be kept in mind 
that the process of modeling is an iterative (increase of 
adequacy, sensitivity and efficiency, as well as the 
decrease of the inconsistency and uncertainty with the 
number of iterations are shown in Fig. 4), whose 
mission is to ensure compliance of the model with a 
real MS. 

CONCLUSION 
 
 The  systemic  analysis  concept  of  complex 
poorly   formalized   multicomponent   technical  
systems allows on the basis of the modified principles 
of classical system analysis to analyze this systems 
class for mathematical modeling. We developed the 
original component table view in the form of maps, 
which   provides   a   time   reduction  spent  on  
analysis. The systems structural elements separation 
into two types-active and passive can significantly 
improve the analysis of this class of systems at the 
design stage. 
 During operation, as a result of analysis we get a 
component structure, it will be transformed in 
accordance with the complex system global goal 
correction, based on component structure formation 
mechanisms, allocated in work. Component structures 
classification  separation  on  a  few  basic  types also 
helps to reduce the analysis procedure for modeling 
purposes without loss of completeness and required 
quality. 
 Considered   technique   of  systems  analysis  in  
the   form   of  nine  stages  takes  into  account  not  
only   uncertainties   but  also  the  possible  errors in  
the analysis. 
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